In this paper, we provide a behavioural characterization of the class of finite, seriesparallel pomsets by showing that this simple model based on partial orders is fullyabstract with respect to the behavioural equivalence obtained by applying Abramsky's testing scenario for bisimulation equivalence, [Ab87] , in all refinement contexts, [AH89].
denotational semantics are given in e.g. [Win821, [Go88] , [Tau89] . Several notions of equivalence over the above mentioned models, which allow to abstract from the way processes evolve, have recently been proposed in the literature (the interested reader is invited to consult [GV87] and [G190] for a comparison among some of the proposals), thus importing in the partial ordering setting some of the abstraction techniques supported by the standard interleaving equivalences and preorders [HM85] , [H88a] , [BHR84] .
However, not much work has been carried out in studying reasonable testing scenarios, [DH84] , which justify the use of these models in giving semantics to concurrent programming languages. Notions of observability play a fundamental rhle in the study of suitable semantics for programming languages. Following Milner and Plotkin's paradigm, mathematical models for programming languages should be justified by comparing them with some natural notion of behaviourally defined equivalence between processes. Models that are in complete agreement with the coarsest equivalence over processes induced by the chosen notion of observability are called fully abstract in [MU77] , [P177] , [HP79] , [Sto88] . As fully abstract semantic models are the most abstract ones which are consistent with the chosen notion of observability, it is natural to try to justify the choice of a model for a language by showing that it induces exactly all the distinctions that can be made by means of some natural notion of observation.
The main aim of this paper is to provide such a behavioural justification for a simple model based on partial orders, namely the class of series-paralld or N-free pomsets [Gi84] , [Pr86] . Series-parallel pomsets have been extensively studied in the literature, see e.g. [GiS4], [BC88] , [Ts88] , and have a pleasing algebraic and order-theoretic structure that will be exploited in the proofs of the main results of this paper. Following Gischer, the algebraic structure of the class of series-parallel pomsets will allow us to relate it t o a simple process algebra, whose terms axe built from a set of generators by means of the operators of sequential and parallel composition. This gives us a syntax for denoting such partially ordered structures and will allow us to give a standard LTS semantics for the resulting language. We shall define a standard notion of observational equivalence over processes by means of the bisimulation technique [PaSl] , [Mil83] . The notion of observability underlying such a notion of equivalence has been thoroughly investigated in [Ab87] and is called "tightly-controlled testing" in [H88b] . Series-paxallel pomsets do not give rise to a fully abstract model with respect to standard bisimulation equivalence; however, by enriching the language with a refinement operator like the one used in [AH89] , [NEL88] , [GG88] , and closing bisimulation equivalence with respect to all the contexts built using this new language construct we shall be able to make series-parallel pomsets fully observable. In other words, series-parallel pomsets are fully abstract with respect to the coarsest congruence obtained by applying Abramsky's testing scenario in all refinement contexts. By relying on results from [AH89], we shall be able to provide a natural behavioural characterization of series-parallel pomsets in terms of Hennessy's timed equivalence [H88c] . These results will cast the observability of series-parallel pomsets in a well-known interleaving setting.
A natural notion of basic observation which is widely used in the interleaving models for concurrency is that of trace, [Hoare85] . Indeed, some natural models for concurrency, e.g. Hennessy' s Acceptance Trees, [H85] , and the Failures model, [BHR84] , have been shown to be fully abstract with respect to behavioural equivalences which are intrinsically based on such a notion of observability, [Main88] , [H88a] . A natural question to ask is whether series-parallel pomsets can be made fully observable by assuming a trace-based notion of observation. In this paper, we shall provide a partial answer to this question by showing that the order structure of a series-parallel pomset is totally revealed by its set of ST-traces, [GI90] . ST-semantics has been recently proposed in [GV87] , [GI90] as a refinement of splitsemantics, [H88c] , in which an explicit link is required between the beginning and the end of any event. It will be shown that series-parallel pomsets give rise to a fully abstract model with respect to ST-trace equivalence over the simple process algebra considered in this paper.
As a corollary of this result, we shall be able to give a complete axiomatization of ST-trace equivalence over the class of series-parallel pomsets.
We now give a brief outline of the remainder of the paper. Section 2 is devoted to a review of mostly standard material in the theory of pomsets. Two behavioural semantics for seriesparallel pomsets, based on the notion of blsimulation equivalence, are presented in §3. We shall show that series-parallel pomsets are fully abstract with respect to the finer of the two behavioural semantics, which may be seen as arising by applying Abramsky's testing scenario for bisimulation equivalence in all refinement contexts. The proof of this result is algebraic in nature and relies on Gischer's axiomatization of the theory of series-parallel pomsets, [Gi84] .
Section 4 is entirely devoted to providing another behavioural characterization for seriesparallel pomsets. We shall prove that ST-trace equivalence coincides with equality over the class of SP pomsets, thus giving a trace-theoretic understanding of this simple model based on partial orders. We end with a conclusion and a discussion of related work.
Series-parallel pomsets
This section will be devoted to a brief review of some basic notions of the theory of partially ordered multisets (or pomsets in Pratt and Glscher's terminology) which will find application in the remainder of the paper. The interested reader is referred to [Gr81t, [Gi84] Several operations on pomsets have been defined in the above given references. Since pomsets are isomorphism classes of labelled posets, it will be convenient to define operations on them by using arbitrary representatives of the isomorphism class. For each operation it will be straightforward to establish that the result of the operation is independent of the chosen representative and such verifications will be omitted. Let A be a set of observable actions ranged over by a, b, a r .... In the remainder of the paper we shall only need the following operations over Pore [A] .
• Empty pomset. I will denote the isomorphism class of the A-labelled poset (0, 0, 0).
• Atomic actions. For each a E A, a will denote, with abuse of notation, the isomorphism class of the one element poser labelled with a. In what follows, A will be used to denote, with abuse of notation, the set of all such atomic pomsets.
• • ~iq = ,,
The following theorem, which formalizes the close connection between S P and S P and gives a complete axiomatization of the congruence on S P induced by the above given denotational semantics, has been proven in [Gi84] (Theorem 5.2, page 23). Let --E denote the least S P-congruence which satisfies the set of axioms E in Figure 1 . The algebraic characterization of the theory of S P pomsets given by the above theorem will provide the key to their behavioural characterization, which will be presented in the following section; namely, we shall give a behavioural view of the processes in $ P, based on a well-understood testing scenario familiar from the theory of bisimulation semantics, and prove that the denotational semantics for SP given by the map [.] is fully abstract with respect to it. Following Mitner and Plotkin's paradigm, this will justify the choice of S P as a denotational model for $ P by showing that S P is the most abstract model for S P which is consistent with the chosen testing scenario.
We end this review of standard material on series-parallel pomsets with an order-theoretic characterization of the class of pomsets SP. It is well-known that the class of pomsets S P coincides with that of the so-called N-free pomsets, see e.g. [Gi84] (Theorem 3.2, pp. 14-15)
and [BC88] , where a more general result is proven for Event Structures. Here we only present a result from ITs88] giving a characterization of S P pomsets in terms of their order structure which will find application in §4.
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1 ( T s e h a n t z ) A pomset [P, <,l] is series-parallel iff the following property holds:
(N) V w , x , y , z E P w < y , w < z and x < z imply y < z or w < x or x < y.
In what follows, a labelled p o s e t / P will be said to be series-parallel ( S P ) iff it satisfies the above-given property (N). Pos[A] will denote the class of S P posets labelled on A.
Full-abstraction for series-parallel pomsets
This section will be entirely devoted to a discussion of a behavioural semantics for the simple language S P and to a proof of full abstraction of the denotational semantics given by the map [-] with respect to it. Following Milner and Plotkin's approach, the behaviourat view of processes we shall present, which is based on the notion of testing characterizing standard bisimulation semantics studied in [Ab87] , will justify the denotational semantics in terms of series-parallel pomsets. In what follows, we shall introduce two operational semantics for the set of processes SP and two notions of observational equivalence for it. Relying on results from [AH89], we shall study the relationships between the two behavioural theories of processes and prove that the denotational semantics is fully abstract with respect to the finer one, the timed equivalence proposed in [H88c] .
Operationally, the constructs in the language for processes $ Y will be interpreted in a fairly standard way; following Milner [Mi180,89], nil will be interpreted as the process that cannot perform any move. A generator a E A will be interpreted as a process which is capable of performing the task represented by a and terminate in doing so. The combinators ; and respectively. Both the operational semantics for the language S Y consist of two ingredients:
1. a termination predicate V/, used in giving an operational account of the sequential composition operator, and 2. a standard LTS semantics for SP given using Plotkin's SOS method, [P181] .
The termination predicate v/is the least subset of S P which satisfies the following axiom and rule:
* nile,~,
In what follows, p E x/will be often written as Px/. Using this termination predicate we may now give the first Labelled Transition System semantics for SP; this semantics will be based on the assumption that processes evolve by performing actions which are atomic. For each a E 2k, -2-+ will denote the least binary relation over S P which satisfies the axiom and rules given in Figure 2 . A standard notion of observational equivalence over SY may now be defined by means of the bisimulation technique [Pa81] , [Mi183] . The relation --,C_ Sp2 is the largest symmetric relation which satisfies, for all p,q E SP, p ~ q if, for all a E A, P a ~ p~ implies q --~ q~ and p~ N q~, for some q~.
The following proposition is then standard.
Proposition 3.1 ,,-is a $ P-congruence.
The testing scenario which is needed to characterize ,,~ as a testing equivalence has been spelt out by S. Abramsky in lAb87]; a tutorial exposition of Abramsky's testing characterization of the equivalence ,,, may be found in [H88b] . The main import of Abramsky's results is that, by using ,~ as our basic notion of equivalence, we automatically have a testing scenario justifying it; in the remainder of this section we shall behaviourally characterize the class of S P pomsets by means of the testing scenario presented in [Ab87] . However, as it is stated in the following proposition, there is still a mismatch between the denotational semantics for SP given by ~.] and the behavioural semantics given in terms of N. In fact, the denotational semantics is sound, but not complete, with respect to the behavioural one.
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2 (i) For all p,q C t P , ~p~ = ~q~ implies p ~ q.
(ii) a; a ~ aJa, but ~a; a~ # ~ala ~.
The import of the above proposition is that, not surprisingly, series-parallel pomsets do not give rise to a fully-abstract model with respect to standard bisimulation equivalence.
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing how to define a behavioural semantics for the language t P with respect to which the denotational model SP is fully abstract.
Following the system-testing approach discussed in [H88b] , the discriminating power of the testing scenario which induces the equivalence ~ over ,q P may be increased by enriching the language with some computationally meaningful constructs and by applying the basic tests presented in [Ab87] By construction, ~P is the largest $ P-congruence contained in -~ which is preserved by all refinements of actions by processes. As pointed out before, this notion of equivalence may be seen as arising by applying Abramsky's testing scenario in all refinement contexts. We shall now show that ~P is indeed the behavioural counterpart of the denotational model SP,
i.e. that series-parallel pomsets are fully abstract with respect to the behavioural semantics induced by , J . The proof of this claim proceeds in two steps. First of all, relying on work presented in [AH89] , we shall give a behavioural characterization of NP in terms of Hennessy's timed equivalence [H88c] , ~t. Secondly, we shall prove that the set of equations E in Figure   1 completely axiomatize ~t over $ P. The result will then follow as N~ and the congruence induced over S P by the denotational semantics have a common axiomatization.
It is easy to see that ,~ is strictly weaker than ,-~P. For instance, as previously remarked, 
. Ev -'-d~I {S(a), F(a) ] a E A } will
be the new set of observable events and will be ranged over by e.
As pointed out in [H88c] , the language for processes is not sufficiently expressive to describe a possible state a process may reach by executing the beginning of an action. To overcome this problem, a new symbol S(a) for each a E A is introduced into the language.
S(a) will denote the state in which action a is being executed but is not terminated yet.
The set of process states $ is the least set which satisfies:
i) p e S P i m p l i e s p E $
ii) a E A implies S(a) E $
iii) s E $, p E SP imply 8;p E $ iv) sl, s2 E S imply si182 E S.
The operational semantics for process states may be defined following standard lines. For each e E Ev, the transition relation :=~ over $ is defined as the least binary relation over $ which satisfies the axioms and rules in Figure 3 . The defining rules of =~ use a termination predicate on process states, x/s, which is induced on $ by the one previously defined on $P;
namely, s~/s iff s E $ P and s~/. A standard behavioural equivalence over process states may now be defined using the notion of bisimulation. A relation )~ C_ $~ is a t-bisimulation Let ut denote the maximum t-bisimulation.
The following theorem from [AH89] states that "~t gives a behavioural characterization of the relation , J defined previously by purely algebraic means.
T h e o r e m 3.1 ( A H 8 9 ) For all p,q 6 SP, p u t q iff p up q.
The behavioural characterization of ,-~P given by the above-stated theorem will be the touchstone for relating Np to the denotational semantics for S P in terms of series-parallel pomsets.
The proof of full-abstractness of the denotational semantics with respect to ~P relies on Gischef's axiomatization of the congruence induced by ~.U over SP stated in Theorem 2.1. Let us recall, for the sake of clarity, that = z denotes the least congruence over S P that satisfies the set of equations E in Figure 1 . The key to the full-abstraction result is then provided by the following theorem, whose proof, which is rather long and involved, may be found in the full version of the paper [Acg0].
T h e o r e m 3.2 ( E q u a t i o n a l c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of ~t ) For all p, q 6 S P, p N, q iff p =E q.
The full-abstractness of series-parallel pomsets with respect to ~P now follows fairly straightforwardly from the results stated above. to the formation rules for S P. SP (Var) will be ranged over by t,t', tl,.... The equivalence ~t can now be extended to S2(Yar) in the standard way as follows:
Definition 3.2 Let t, t' E S P (Var). Then t "t t' iff for all closed substitutions a : Var --* $ P, ta ~t t'a. An equational theory EQ over the signature of S P is then called w-complete with respect to N t iff for all open terms t,t' C $P(Var), t ~t t' iff EQ ~ t = t'. EQ ~ t = t' will also be written as t =E¢ t'.
We shall now prove that the set of axioms E presented in Figure 1 is indeed w-complete with respect to ~t over $ P (Var). In the proof we shall make use of a novel technique for proving the w-completeness of a set of equations developed by J. (
1) t =E R(p(t)) and t' =E R(p(t')), (2) for each ® e {;,I} and P:,P2, q:,q~ C $2, R(pl ® Pz) =E, R(q: ® qz), where E' = Z U {R(pl) = R(q~) ] i = 1, 2}, and 12 (3) for each axiom tl = t2 in E and closed substitution a, R(a(t:)) =E R(u(t2)).
Having found such a pair of maps p and R satisfying conditions (1)-(3) above, we could then obtain the w-completeness of E with respect to "~t by applying the following instance of Theorem 3.1 from [Grog0] , page 317.
Theorem 3.4 If for each t,t' E SP(Var) such that ta =E t'a, for all closed substitutions a, there exist a closed substitution p : Vat --~ SP and a map R : S2 --~ S?(Var) satisfying (1)-(3) above then E is w-complete.
We shall now apply the technique described above to prove that E is indeed w-complete with respect to ~t over $ P.
Theorem Z.5 (w-Completeness) For each t,t' E SP(Var), t ~t t' iff t =E t'.
Proof: Let t,t' E SP(Var) be such that t ~t t'. By Theorem 3.4, in order to prove that E is w-complete, it is sufficient to find p : Vat --~ $P and R : $P --~ SP(Var) satisfying conditions (1)-(3) above. Define p : Vat --+ SP by p(x) = a~ E A, where, for each x,y E Var,
• a= does not occur in t and t ~, and
• a~ = a~ implies x = y. (Note that such a map can be found because A is infinite)
The translation map R : $P --+ SP(Var) is defined by induction on the structure of p E SP as follows:
• R(nit) = nil,
a otherwise,
• RiP ® q) = R(p) ® R(q), for ® e {;, l}.
We are now left to prove that p and R satisfy conditions (1)-(3). We examine each of the conditions in turn.
(
1) We prove that, for all ~ • SP(Var) not containing actions of the form a,, ~ =E R(p(~)).
The proof is by structural induction on L We only examine two of the cases.
• i = a. Then Rip(a)) = R(a) = a because a # a,, for all x. The claim now follows by the reflexivity of =s.
• t = tl;t2. Then we have that R(p(tl; t2)) = -~E
RCP(tl);p(t2))
R(PCtl)); RCPCt2) ) tl; t2 by induction. = n(q, ® q~).
(3) Let t~ = t2 be an equation in E and a be a closed substitution. Then it is easy to see
that R(a(Q)) =~ R(a(t2)). For instance,

RCaCC~lY)lZ)) = RCCoC~)laCY))laCz)) = (R(a(x))lR(a(y)))]R(a(z)) =z R(a(x))l(R(a(x))lR(a(Y)))
by (PAR1)
= R(a(xl(ylz)) ).
As p and R satisfy conditions In what follows we shall mainly work with labelled posets rather than pomsets; this will make the technical development slightly less cumbersome. All the results will be lifted to pomsets and the process language SP in a straightforward way. Our first aim is to give the class of labelled SP posers the structure of a labelled transition system following the intuitions underlying the timed view of processes described in [ Definition 4.2 ( T r a n s i t i o n r e l a t i o n s for p o s e t s ) Let ~ = (P, < , I ) E Pos [As] . Then:
(e) h ~' = (P, <,l'), where, for each v E P,
(ii) P (v(_~u) P1 iff showing that the notions of equivalence given above may be consistently lifted to pomsets.
The second states that ~ST is at least as strong as split trace equivalence. For the sake of clarity, we recall that isomorphism between labelled posets is denoted by -~ (see Definition 2.1).
F a c t 4.2 Let IP1, IP2 e Pos[A]. Then:
(i) /Px ~-IP2 implies Fx ~2t TP2 and ~1 ~sT ~2.
(ii) T1 ~ST ~2 implies 1P1 ,~2t 1P2.
In the light of the statement above, ~--2t and ~ST may be now extended to S P in a rather straightforward way. 
. (e~,uk) E C T (~) , (F(a),u) = (e,,ui) and (S(b),v) = (ey,uy), with l(u) = a and l(v) = b, imply i < j.
We now have all the technical material which is needed to prove the main theorem of this section, namely that ~ST coincides with isomorphism over Pos [A] . the events in P1 appearing in the first block of start-moves will correspond to the minimal elements in/F1, those appearing in the last block to the maximal elements of/F1 and, for each intervening block of end-moves followed by a block of start-moves, the events appearing in the block of end-moves will correspond to events in J~l covered by those appearing in the block of start-moves. We shall thus be able to recover from 71 the covering relation in 1FI;
this is sufficient to recover < 1.
Let -<1 be the relation over P1 such that, for all u, v E P1, u ~1 v iff . We now prove that u <1 v implies u -<+ v, i.e. that -<+ is complete with respect to <1.
The proof of this fact will depend on the assumption that 2P1 is a series-parallel poset.
Assume that u is covered by v in/P1. Then, by lemma 4. ST-trace equivalence can be inherited by SP via the semantic map H in a straightforward way; for each p, q E SP, we write p ~z r q iff ~p]] ~s r ~q~. By using the results presented in §3 and the above theorem and corollary, it is now possible to provide a complete axiomatization of ST-trace equivalence over SP. Moreover, as stated by the following theorem, ~ST gives yet another characterization of the largest congruence over SP which is preserved by refinement and is contained in --~.
Theorem 4.2 For all p,q E S P, p ~s T q iff p ..~P q iff p ---t~ q.
21 P r o o f : The claim follows by the above corollary, Theorem 2.1 and theorem 3.3. [] ST-trace equivalence, ~sz, could be defined directly on the language SP without much difficulty; however, the proof of the main result of this section has been greatly simplified by working with labelled posers rather than with terms in $ P.
C o n c l u s i o n s
In this paper, we have presented a behavioural characterization of the class of series-parallel pomsets, [Gi84] , based on a natural interleaving testing scenario. This has been obtained
by showing that the model of series-parallel pomsets is fully-abstract with respect to the behavioural equivalence obtained by applying Abramsky's testing scenario for bisimulation equivalence, [Ab87] , in all refinement contexts, [AH89] , [GG88] , [NEL88] . Following Milner and Plotkin's paradigm, this result justifies the use of this simple mathematical model based on partial orders in giving semantics to the basic process algebra studied in this paper. C o n j e c t u r e : For all a, ~ E SP, a = fl iff a ~2t ~.
All the author's attempts to prove or disprove the above conjecture have so far failed.
It is interesting to note that the validity of the above conjecture would have some striking consequences. First of all, it would imply that, for all p, q E S P, p ~t q iff p ~2~ q, i.e. that tlmed-bisimulation and split trace equivalence coincide over S P. As it is well-known, this result is not true of standard strong bisimulation and trace equivalence because the processes in SP are not deterministic, [Mi189] , [Va88] . Moreover, by following the proof of the results presented in [AH89] , it would be possible to show that equality between SP pomsets is the largest congruence contained in standard interleaving trace equivalence which is preserved by refinement.
The work presented in this paper may be seen as an embryonic attempt at defining a natural testing scenario which justifies the use of partial order semantics without assuming
